
This year KOKET recommends you EXOTICA, the NEW DRESSING TABLE that displays Exoticism in Interiors…. 
EXOTICA is the newest addition to KOKET’s GUILTY PLEASURES Collection, be the �irst to announce it to your readers!

Proving that black and gold is anything but old, a touch of green emerald breaks up the forever-classic color theme with a fresh 
appeal that emanates a magical mineral medley. Resolutely feminine with textures that please touch, shapes that turn heads 
and hard metals that catch light, the Exotica Dressing Table is the way to make a statement. A visual shout out of feminine 
power. Exoticism on display with EXOTICA.

 
KOKET is world-renowned for a highly desirable collection of statements pieces favored by discerning designers, architects, consumers, and luxury 
developers. KOKET’s innate desire to seduce and entice its devotees is perfectly illustrated in its Guilty Pleasures & Exotic Opulence collections; 
composed of dramatic statement accent pieces, case goods, upholstery, lighting, soft goods, & rugs. Together they mesmerize with their magical 
mineral medley, lux metallics, vibrant jewel tones, exquisite craftsmanship, luscious fabrics, exotic stones and hand crafted jewelry.

For an EXOTIC CHRISTMAS INTERIOR, announce EXOTICA with the following GUILTY PLEASURES:

EXOTICA | Dressing Table

Resolutely feminine with textures that please 
touch, shapes that turn heads and hard metals 
that catch light, the EXOTICA Dressing Table is 
the way to make a statement.

Dimensions:
W: 120cm | 47,2"
D: 45,5cm | 17,9"
H: 82cm | 32,3"
 

GUILT | Mirror

Sculptured gold tones of hammered and 
textured metal with a hint of hard edge 
surround a perfectly cut convex mirror.
  
Dimensions:
W: 160 Cm |63’’ or 125 Cm | 50’’
D: 20 Cm | 7,87’’
H: 160 Cm | 63’’ or 125 Cm | 50’’

INCANTO | Bench
 
Enticing simplicity is exemplified 
in this fluid and gracious bench.
 
Dimensions:
W: 45cm | 17,72"
D: 55cm |21,65"
H: 56cm | 22,05"

Remember... Love Happens!
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Exotic Christmas Interior.
Deck the Private Interiors with the EXOTICA Dressing Table.
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